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DR Baling Wire Ltd (DRB) is
a manufacturing company
specialising in all forms of
baling wire. With over 50 years’
experience DR Baling stands
at the forefront of baling wire
manufacture in the UK.
We have consistently invested in the latest technology resulting in the
most sophisticated and innovative baling wire in the industry, ensuring
a flawless, reliable product. Our commitment is to the production of a
peerless product, unsurpassed within the industry, yielding a guaranteed
reliability and the ultimate in customer satisfaction. We use only the
highest quality British steel, which is manufactured into a flawless, error
free, wire product.

Black Annealed Wire

Galvanised Wire

Innovation and Quality

We supply black annealed wire in a
number of forms including cut and looped,
rewound coils, cut bars, catchweight coils
and formers. Our black annealed rewound
coils and formers are supplied to suit
automatic baling machinery and are
produced to customer requirements.

All of our galvanised products are
manufactured to meet the industry
standards. We supply cut and looped and
formers in a galvanised finish, to customers
specifications.

Over the last ten years advancements have
been made with baling machinery which
has resulted in a need for a more precise
quality reliable baling product that meets
industry standards.

We are one of a handful of manufacturers
in Europe that have full facilities to
manufacture galvanised wire. This means
we have total control over the quality
and manufacturing process making sure
identical batches are produced time after
time. Consistency and precision is key
when manufacturing galvanised formers

DRB’s wire today has technically changed
and advanced in line with the engineering
requirements of balers. Our drawing blocks
are the most technically advanced on the
market for drawing technology. It is widely
acknowledged within the UK that DRB are
at the top of our field for service, quality
and delivery. Most of the specifications on
the market today have been established
by DRB and we consistently strive to
improve and amend these as technology
advances. We provide full, certified product
traceability, whilst working to ISO 9001
standards.

Cut bars can be supplied in any diameter
and length specification, the product has a
flawless scale-free surface and exceptional
strength and pliability.Cut and looped
specialised manual tyingwire is finished
with a looped end and has a wide diversity
of sizes, diameters and tensile strengths to
suit customer specifications. Catchweight
Coils are supplied 20kg coils upwards.
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Contact us
D R Baling
Wire Manufacturers Limited
Oxspring Wire Mills
Oxspring, Sheffield
S36 8YW
Flying the flag for
UK manufacturing

T: 01226 766775
01226 766276
E: enquiries@drbalingwire.co.uk
F: 01226 761034
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